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INTRODUCTION 
This submission is made on behalf of New Zealand Hair and Beauty Industry Training 
Organisation (HITO), it’s approximately 1900 employer members and 
apprentices/trainees. HITO is a charitable member organisation supporting a total of 
782 employers actively engaged in training and 1,099 engaged apprentices and 
trainees. 

HITO represents the qualification and on-job training needs of the wider Hairdressing, 
Barbering and Beauty Therapy industries.  

In 2017 the Hairdressing industry contributed $579 million and the Beauty industry 
contributed $433 million in GDP to the economy. In 2017 approximately 11,500 people 
were employed in Hairdressing/Barbering and 7,500 were employed in Beauty. There is 
strong demand for employees and almost twice as many people, compared to other 
sectors, are self-employed. 

One in three people in the hairdressing sector are self-
employed, compared to around one in six nationally.    

Source: Infometrics 2018 

Despite the very short time frame, HITO held stakeholder meetings across the country 
to ensure our industries were given the opportunity to understand the proposed 
changes and to provide feedback.   

Our Hairdressing industry has just celebrated 50 years of apprenticeships in New 
Zealand. We know the system we have is working well. Our Industry Training System is 
the envy of other countries, as it provides us with a system that has low cost to 
taxpayers and high value to learners. This is a key aspect of ITOs who are well 
embedded into their industries and one that should not be casually discarded.  

The current ITO system was created in 1992 to address concerns that public tertiary 
institutions were not flexible or responsive enough to meet the industries’ needs for skills. 
HITO has been continuing to improve its ability to meet our industries’ needs over the past 
27 years and the changes in this proposal are likely to be very disruptive to what is currently 
working well for our industries and our apprentices. 

We have experienced growth at HITO over the last two years with the number of new 
hair and beauty apprentices and industry trainees increasing by 26%. We have a total 
of 886 hairdressing, barbering and beauty therapy apprentices and approximately 100 
industry trainees. We also offer Gateway programmes for the schooling sector.  

HITO is different from many other ITOs as it represents industries (Barbering, Beauty 
Therapy, and Hairdressing) that are made up of many small businesses in every single 
community of New Zealand. The industry is not regulated so there is no need for 
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qualifications, and there are no large employers that can take on a training role on behalf of 
the industry.  

Our employers in the current system contribute greatly to the system and the training of their 
apprentices - they manage the employment contract, pay them a wage while they are 
training, use their time and skills to train them individually, and they provide them with the 
tools and equipment they need to learn. This is a delicate balance and a system change may 
well influence those SMEs who currently have apprenticeships to decide not to in the future. 
These SMEs need to have direct hands on support from those who really understand their 
needs. A regional hub of the NZIST will not be able to offer the same assistance as they will 
not be able to have liaison people who are directly involved with our industries. It would 
simply be uneconomic for them. 

Working with HITO, the employer is assisted to take the learner further than just the training 
that is required for the learner to do the job; they help them achieve a qualification – one that 
is registered with NZQA and allows national, and in some cases international recognition, of 
the learners’ skills and abilities. The New Zealand Hairdressing Qualification is very well 
respected and sought after in many countries. Our graduates are highly sought after. 

The one-on-one training, with individualised training plans an apprentice experiences in the 
on-job environment is far superior to anything they can get in a classroom-based simulated 
environment and the many comments from our industry reinforce this. 

We recognise that the funding in the overall system is not fair or equitable, and the 
complex funding system drives some unintended behaviours. The ITOs currently train 
29% of learners for 7% of the tuition and training funding, compared with ITPs that 
teach 24% of learners in the system for 22% of the funding. ITOs are both very 
effective and efficient and this situation will not be easily replicated in regional hubs.  

This efficiency in the ITO system is due to the training role being undertaken by the 
employer/industry professional who  is not paid directly for this role. This compares with 
ITPs who rely on academic staff on academic conditions to provide teaching/training. 

While we understand the need to rationalise the ITP sector and stop the continual bail outs 
of failing polytechnics, we also are very keen for the system to retain the ITOs flexibility, 
being future focused and financially sound - this is what ITOs are and none more so than 
HITO.  

While we support and understand the desire for system change and some of the overall 
stated objectives of the reform, we cannot support the level of risk we anticipate for our 
apprentices and our industries with what is currently proposed. Our summary of feedback is 
shown in Appendix 1. 

Following is our response to the proposed changes outlined in the cabinet paper.  We have 
divided our responses into four sections – comments on each of the three proposals and a 
fourth section covering our proposed recommendation for roles in the VET sector. A 
summary of our recommendations is shown in Appendix 2.  
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Some of our industry members provided comments and submissions directly to the 
consultation email. Other industry members provided their comments directly to us to be 
included in our submission. Examples of these are shown in Appendix 3. 

The following appendices are included with this submission: 
• Appendix 1 - a summary of the context for the proposals and HITO feedback on 

each proposal.  
• Appendix 2 - a summary of VET roles and our recommendations.  
• Appendix 3 – examples of feedback and comments from our industries.  

 

 

“Hairdressing apprenticeships work. Under the current system 
we have individualised training plans and support for trainers. I 
am disappointed the Government shows a lack of respect for 
our industry and clearly don’t understand the hairdressing 
industry. This change will kill the hairdressing industry. This will 
directly result in employers not taking on apprentices. ITOs 
were set up in 1992 and have been successful. I think ITOs 
should be kept across all industry and not just hairdressing. 
This change is happening too fast with no clear thought and 
research from the Government.” 

 Employer, Dunedin 
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FEEDBACK ON PROPOSAL ONE 
This proposal seeks to redefine the roles of education providers and ITOs in the following 
ways: 

Disband current ITOs and set up ISBs that would have an extended leadership role across 
all vocational education but would no longer do any arranging of on-job or off-job training. 

The following table sets out the role components of this proposal and HITO’s agreement or 
disagreement with them. The reasons for agreement and disagreement are provided below. 

KEY COMPONENTS OF PROPOSAL 
ONE - THE ISBS WOULD: 

HITO FEEDBACK ON PROPOSAL  

1. Have a skills leadership role to 
coordinate industry to identify and plan 
to address future skills needs. 

AGREE, HITO should be reconfirmed in its 
previous leadership role. While this was 
changed in legislation, the industry is made 
up of many small businesses and still looks 
to HITO for leadership. 

2. Set standards and approve 
qualifications (as the ITOs currently do 
for unit-standards based qualifications, 
and this role would be expanded 
across the entire vocational system). 

AGREE, this is a role we currently do and 
should be able to expand. Hair and Beauty 
qualifications should be allowed to be at a 
higher level. Hairdressers and beauticians 
are responsible for quite invasive treatments 
and these skills – a mix of science and art 
should be at Level 6. 

3. Work with Centres of Vocational 
Excellence where appropriate, to 
support high quality programmes, core 
curricula, and teaching and learning 
resources. 

More details on these CoVE before we can 
comment realistically. 

4. Advise and guide the TEC’s priorities 
for purchasing vocational education. 

AGREE, assuming this advice would be 
taken. HITO has been very strong in 
feedback to TEC about over provision in the 
PTE sector for Hair and Beauty, where the 
graduates are not industry ready. 

5. No longer arrange training for work-
based vocational education, with the 
apprenticeship support role 
transferring to providers, the 
purchasing of Off-job training 
transferring to TEC, and advice being 
taken on advisory and brokerage 
functions. 

DISAGREE This is a way to go backwards in 
providing industry with the skills and 
employees it needs. The ITOs are working 
well, there are more apprentices than there 
has ever been and they are well supported. 
Plus, the system means these apprentices 
are trained in a very cost-efficient way. Why 
would there be a proposal to change this? 
See comments below. 
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What we support in proposal one: 

• We support the principle of a stronger standard setting role across the sector. 
However, HITO does not see why, as a very effective and efficient ITO, they should 
have to undergo change.  The role of SSBs in Australia have not been very effective, 
and a lot more thought should be given into proposed changes to make sure the 
effective and efficient role of ITOs is not lost amongst the other system changes. 

• If required, the name of ITOs could be changed to ISB, but this change should not 
involve the disestablishment of current ITOs who are well embedded into their 
industries.  

• We support expanding the skills leadership role and related advice to TEC. It is 
important to note that the arranging training component (STM funding) subsidises the 
promotion of the industry. If these roles were split, additional funding would be 
required for an ISB to promote the industry to ensure demand for skills was met. 

• The support for the expanded qualification oversight role is crucial to ensure 
decreased competition and meeting of supply and demand needs of industry. The 
current funding for arranging of training subsidises, the qualifications and standard 
setting body role. If the arrangement of training was removed from the ITO/ISB, a 
high level of additional funding would be required to undertake the current role. 

• In terms of implementation of expanded qualification oversight, we support a 
nationally delivered New Zealand programme for each trade that incorporates a pre-
trade component and a ‘futureskills/transferable skills’ delivered through 
polytechnics. Be aware that over 30% of apprentices already have a degree so a pre-
trade component should not be compulsory. 

• NOTE: If the arrangement of training was removed from the ITO/ISB, additional 
funding, over the amount currently provided by NZQA, would be required to 
undertake the current standard setting role. And, even more funding would be 
required on top of this to undertake the expanded roles of skills leadership and 
qualification oversight for the whole system. 
 

What we do not support in proposal one - reasons for disagreement 
with the movement of arranging training: 

HITO does not support the movement of arrangement of training away from ITOs. As 
discussed below, we think it could have a major impact on efficiency, service delivery, risk 
that employers will exit the system, qualification completion, cost, and standard setting. 

Efficiency will be reduced 

HITO does not support a change in responsibility for the role of arranging training, 
particularly if the various functions of arranging training are split between organisations. The 
arranging training activities are more efficiently done by the same organisation. HITOs 
current activities for arranging training for work based vocational apprenticeships include: 

• Setting up a training agreement between apprentices, trainees and employers. 
• Providing advice to employers on the benefits of taking on an apprentice and how to 

fit them into their ongoing business and succession planning. 
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• Providing training support materials that support the apprentice to learn while on-the-
job and prepare for assessments. 

• Providing training support materials that support the trainer to train the apprentice 
and provide pastoral care. 

• Providing support to design individualised training plans with the employer and 
apprentice across the programme of learning. 

• Providing ongoing mentoring, advice and/or pastoral care to the apprentice and the 
employer/trainer through the training process. 

• Providing official Training Site Visits and documentation for TEC. 
• Providing business advice and suggestions to the employer that help to ensure the 

apprentice gains all their training and assessment requirements while adding value to 
employer. 

• Purchasing any required off-job training in bulk on behalf of employers and 
apprentices. Note: not all programmes have an off-job training component. 

• Arranging and documenting assessment and marking of interim assessments, 
through off-job training or as a separate function. 

• Arranging and documenting capstone assessment.  
• Arranging the credit loading of achievements with NZQA. 

The proposal does not specify in detail who will be responsible for each of these roles, 
however it is proposed to transfer the role of supporting learners to providers/polytechnic(s).  

The numbers of HITO learners in arranged training with employers is currently 1264, and the 
number across the ITOs is 140,000+. Currently, ITOs provide personal visits and support to 
apprentices and employers. If one organisation was to visit to support apprentices and 
another to support employers, costs would double for the same service that is currently 
provided by the ITOs. 
 

“ITOs help the industry keep up to industry standards. I did my first year 
at a provider and felt really ripped off because the skills I had been 
taught with bad habits and like I still didn’t know how to do it properly but 
by doing my apprenticeship I had regular visits from HITO to see how I 
am tracking and advise on how to get through and had amazing training 
from a passionate salon trainer”. Apprentice, Napier 

 

Risk employers will exit the system – and everyone will lose out 

• Disruption to this system would lead to significant drop in employer confidence and 
potential failure to meet current targets. 

• Learners would be at risk of not qualifying or completing if employers cannot see a 
direct benefit to their business and are not supported appropriately to take on 
trainees. 

• The relationship between ITOs and employers has taken many years to establish.  
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• Arranging training requires close liaison with employers and employer organisations. 
Unless training fits in with our employers’ needs, they will exit the system – and have 
told us this will be the case. 

 

“HITO works closely with us to ensure apprentices are salon-
ready when they complete. Please don’t fix what isn’t 
broken.” Hair and Beauty salon owner, Whangarei 

 

• And for the sector as a whole, there is a significant risk that industries and employers 
who are currently dissatisfied with Polytechnic and provider provision will not support 
a change to the role of ITOs and will choose not to participate in the system.  The 
25,000 existing employers and 146,000 trainees and apprentices currently working 
with ITOs may not choose to switch to providers as the reform assumes. 

• In New South Wales a similar change as proposed resulted in a halving of the 
number of apprentices in training in the following years (from 55,000 to 25,000). 

• Employers are busy people focussed on running their business. They are unlikely to 
engage or allow their staff to engage with multiple people they don’t know or trust. 
We need to keep employers wanting to take on trainees as it is an efficient and very 
effective way of delivering vocational education – a win-win for learners, taxpayers 
and employers. 
 

“As a salon owner these changes will not encourage me 
what so ever to take on new apprentices. HITO give me and 
the industry the support and understanding of my business 
and what’s important to me. We need HITO! The system we 
have works!”      Hairdressing employer, Christchurch 

 

Service delivery will be reduced  

Providers do not understand or have experience with this support role as there are no 
managed apprenticeships in our industries. It is likely to take years to get up to speed with 
what is required. 

• The polytechnic sector has had a limited role interfacing with employers directly and 
there is no indication that they could be more responsive, more focussed or closer to 
employers than services currently delivered by the ITO sector. 

• Half of the polytechnic business is non-vocational. ITOs are better placed to provide 
this vocational on-job support as they deliver double the number of qualifications to 
twice as many learners as the ITPs. 
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“A close working relationship to support employers and 
employees during an apprenticeship is imperative. ITPs 
have no history of successful employer engagement – 
their focus remains on their own core business priorities.” 
Hairdressing employer, Wellington 

• Work places do not run or recruit in semesters and will need year-round support, 
which does not fit with the current provider model of operation. 

• The ITO workforce and contractual terms are set up to run a field staff to support 
employers and apprentices year-round. If polytechnic conditions apply to staff to do 
this support, there will be a significant cost creep or a reduction in the current levels 
of service to compensate. 

• ITOs also arrange training for small and niche industries where there is no current 
polytechnic provision. How would this be handled by a provider? 

• While a merging of existing polytechnics is taking place, there is too much risk for 
them to take on new responsibilities. 

• It is also likely that current ITO staff would elect to return to their industries rather 
than redeploy to providers. This would remove current capability and expertise from 
the system. 

• The PTEs, who currently do off job vocational training, will likely have a reduced role 
going forward if the skills leadership role of ISBs more strictly limits delivery and the 
expanded role of ISBs more strictly enforces quality delivery of programmes and 
outcomes.   

 

The costs will be significantly higher 

• The costs are likely to increase substantially, and any benefits may not be realised. 
The current TEC contribution is for arranging training subsidises, the standard setting 
role and the promotion of the industry. These would need to be funded separately if 
ITOs could no longer subsidise their activities through TEC funding. 

• Employers currently pay for the largest percentage of training costs for apprentices 
and provide their training free.  

• If the work-based training component currently carried out by ITOs is placed in the 
Polytechnic sector funding will need to be increased as the terms and conditions of 

“Keep the ITOs going until you have the 
polytechnics sorted and they have proven 
their ability to provide people that are ready 
for the workplace.”  

Barber, Christchurch 
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staffing in the Polytechnic sector is much greater than in the ITO sector in terms of 
remuneration, limited hours of work and extensive holiday pay.  

• The proposal suggests it may be appropriate to split the arranging of training 
functions between providers (for learners), TEC (for training contracts) and perhaps 
another organisation for support for employers. This would lead to a very inefficient 
and expensive system. Currently ITOs provide personal visits and support to 
apprentices and employers. If one organisation was to visit to support apprentices 
and another to support employers, costs would double for the same service that is 
currently provided by the ITOs. 

• A simple devolution of on and off job training to the polytechnics will not solve the 
issues between on and off job training. It will probably lead to an explosion of costs 
under the Polytechnic terms and conditions for academic tutors. Employers currently 
provide the majority of funding for on job training supported by ITO staff on very 
different terms and conditions to polytechnic staff.  We see this as a major risk to the 
Government’s funding aims for the restructure. 

Standard setting becomes less relevant 

• Standard setting should not be split from arranging training or the ‘feedback loop’ 
between what happens in industry and the qualifications required is lost. The 
standard setting bodies risk being seen as out of touch as is the case with the skills 
councils in Canada, Australia and the UK. 
 

Recommendations for Proposal one: 

• If new unique industry bodies are to be formed, i.e. ISBs, it would be appropriate for 
current ITOs to translate into these new bodies through a name change. This would 
create the least disruption while still setting a new agenda.  

• We recommend adding the formal role of skills leadership to ITOs/ISBs. 
• We recommend expanding the role of ITOs/ISBs  to include standard setting for 

qualifications and programmes across the system. 
• We recommend leaving the arrangement of training with the ITOs/ISBs. 
• In future, we recommend adding an employer incentive to motivate more employers 

to engage in on-job/workplace training during periods of economic downtown. These 
would be administered by the ISB. 

 

“The hairdressing industry is a very specialised trade that only those 
who have worked first hand in the industry understand. The HITO have 
been doing an amazing job in the industry and as an employer. I would 
personally prefer to have this institution with its 30 years of experience 
continue to facilitate the education standards and relationships between 
educators, employers, employees and students.” Employer, Auckland 
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FEEDBACK ON PROPOSAL TWO 
Proposal two is the creation of a New Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology and 
bringing 16 public ITPs within a single legal entity to serve New Zealand’s regions and 
strengthen consistency and availability of provision across the country 

The following table sets out the components of proposal two and the summary of HITO’s 
agreement or disagreement with them. The reasons for agreement and disagreement are 
provided below. 

Proposal two key components 
 

HITO feedback on proposal 

1. 16 ITPs would be consolidated into one 
New Zealand Institute of Skills and 
Technology. 

AGREE with rationalisation of ITPs but 
DISAGREE that it should be to one 
institution. 

2. Distributed network of provision across 
the regions and a coherent set of 
nationally-delivered programmes that 
make it easier for both learners and 
employers to gain access to the 
education and skills they need. 

AGREE with the principle but DISAGREE 
with the proposed solution. You can 
achieve this with a rationalisation of ITPs 
and more control of qualifications through 
ITOs or ISBs. 

3. Single governing council for NZIST that 
would manage capital and operational 
budgets, staffing, student and learning 
management systems, and share out 
programme development across 
campuses. 

DISAGREE, as too much risk in one 
institution to deliver and manage all 
systems and students across the country. 

4. Regional Leadership Committees to 
identify local skills needs and link with 
regional economic development plans. 

AGREE in principle, but as part of 
ITOs/ISBs skills leadership, not ITP 
advisory, or risks confusion about future 
skills requirements for NZ. Many of our 
businesses are small and don’t have the 
time or inclination to go to a Leadership 
Committee especially when they will be 
replicated around the country. These 
businesses are hardworking retailers and 
do not willingly leave their businesses to 
attend bureaucratic meetings. 

5. Regional campuses of NZIST could host 
CoVEs that reflect key regional industries 
and collaborate with the relevant ISBs. 

AGREE in principle, but regional 
campuses would not necessarily be part 
of NZIST. 

 

We recognise that change is required to the current funding and 
administration of ITPs: 

• ITPs have had limited increases in their base funding over the past eight years. 
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• Extra associated funding has also been removed over the past few years which has 
exacerbated the problem.  

• ITPs have moved into degree qualifications in order to stabilise or increase their 
enrolments and in doing so have moved away from trade-based training. 

• Trade training in simulated environments is expensive to set up, does not make 
people work ready, and requires ongoing capital investment in order to maintain 
currency.  

• ITO funding has not increased in the past six years so contracts for off job training 
with ITPs have been tight. For ITPs this often means that the contracts generate 
revenue but often don’t meet actual provision costs. This is largely due to the costs of 
tutors combined with the fixed costs of plant, equipment and administration that all 
ITPs carry whether centralised or regionally based.  

• Competition from PTEs offering focussed programmes and focussed promotion has 
been strong. Currently the PTEs compete directly with polytechnic provision with 
much reduced staffing costs, less infrastructure costs, cherry picking specific courses 
by not offering the range required by the Polytechnic sector and running programmes 
that do not necessarily reflect industry needs or requirements.  

• Competition from Schools offering more vocational programmes at L3 has also 
reduced the numbers coming directly to ITPs to gain basic trade skills. 

• ITPs have had numerous Government bail-outs which cannot continue. 

“The proposed changes undermine our industry and are 
set to destroy a successful training model in order to prop 
up a flawed and lacklustre training institution” Hairdressing 
employer, Wellington 

 

We do not support such a radical merger to bring all 16 institutions 
into one for the following reasons:  

• This would create a serious risk to the vocational education system in that a single 
institution could create a single point of failure. 

• While consolidated institutions have the possibility of fewer costs for back office 
functions, the history of amalgamations has shown cost savings are often not 
realised. For example, Auckland Council, show that the costs saved are often 
overtaken by increased costs of staffing in multiple areas as the distance from the 
centre creates requirement for reinstating roles that were originally disestablished.  

• Overseas experience does not support this. For example, four years ago the 10 
publicly funded TAFEs in New South Wales were similarly merged into one and last 
year they lost $240 million.  

• The disestablishment costs and disruption to people’s lives may not justify the 
savings - including redundancies followed by re employment of staff made redundant 
who take up new roles at significant cost to the taxpayer. There is also a risk that 
good people will exit the system due to the change process. 
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• A new national polytechnic will take at least three years to 
bed down. During this time the relationships established 
under current ITO systems will be dissipated and will take 
considerable time to re-establish. 

• The proposed reduction of polytechnics from 16 to 1 will 
result in massive upheaval to the sector. Regional hubs will 
be required and will result in the re-establishment of many 
current polytechnics under the umbrella of a single 
organisation.  

• With one polytechnic, learners and employers would have no 
choice of public provider. The risk is that the one polytechnic 
would become inefficient and bureaucratic without any 
significant level of competition.  

• If TEC takes advice from the ITO/ISB on programmes and 
funding to reflect the match of the supply of learners with real 
demand, PTE numbers will reduce. This means that 
competition will be reduced. 

 

Recommendations for Proposal Two:  

• Rationalise the polytechnic sector to ensure regional 
coverage and input from local industry and community to 
meet regional and national needs. (See Appendix 2 for an 
example of rationalisation). It is important that communities 
have input to their tertiary public sector education system 
and allow the revenue and diversity international students 
bring to the regions. 

• Ensure the current ITOs/ISBs can control the qualifications 
and programmes across the sector, so that only quality New 
Zealand vocational qualifications are offered with consistent 
assessment material. This will reduce the number of low 
quality/less industry relevant competitors across the system. 

• Ensure all New Zealand vocational qualifications include 
optional pre-trade and compulsory future skills components 
that are delivered as off-job training by polytechnics. 
Recognising not all potential apprentices may require pre-
trade components because of already acquired education 
and life skills. 

• Ensure TEC takes advice on the demand for qualifications 
and funds accordingly, and this will reduce the number of 
competitors across the system. 

• The lower level of competition from PTEs in the system will 
make it more viable for ITPs to keep simulated environments 
up to date and continue to offer vocational courses.  

• Consider limiting PTE delivery to niche courses which are not 
able to be provided under the national centralised system.  

In my opinion the 
polytechnics are failing 
miserably, and I have 
third year apprentices 
come through my salons 
that couldn’t shampoo 
hair correctly and their 
basic cutting skills 
weren’t adequate to 
carry out basic haircuts. 
This was due to a lack of 
theory and practical 
experience.  

One would expect a 
second-year trainee 
would have these skills 
and this is a reflection of 
how the polytechnics are 
failing.  

As a result, salon 
owners are reluctant to 
take on apprentices 
because they effectively 
have to retrain them, 
which becomes a 
burden and a cost to the 
salon.  

Also, it results in some 
salons taking on 
apprentices and only 
giving them menial 
tasks, which results in 
disenchanted 
employees. 

QUOTE: 
WELLINGTON 

HAIRDRESSER 
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FEEDBACK ON PROPOSAL THREE 
Proposal three is to create a unified funding system for vocational education. The following 
table sets out the components of proposal three and the summary of HITO’s agreement or 
disagreement with them. 

Proposal three key components 
 

HITO feedback on proposal  

1. Consolidated set of funding rates for 
both on-job and off-job provision. 

 

AGREE a more equitable funding system for 
on and off-job training is required. 

2. Funding for strategically important 
delivery that comes at a higher cost 
either a per learner top up or a base 
grant. 

AGREE  

3. Funding for ISBs (since they would not 
receive funding for individual 
apprentices and trainees) balanced 
with employer contributions.  

 

DISAGREE, as think ITOs/ISBs should 
continue their funding for arranging on job 
training and employers will not want to pay 
twice (for training contribution and standard 
setting function). Remember these are very 
efficient already and also very effective. 

4. Continued employer /industry 
contributions to the cost of training. 

 

AGREE in principle, but as part of ITOs/ISBs 
arrangement of training, not to fund ITPs. 

5. Continued fees to learners in some 
cases. 

 

AGREE as without some contribution to fees, 
learners do not value the learning and/or are 
less committed to their programme of 
learning. 

 

HITO agrees that a more standardised and simple funding system is required, one that does 
not encourage undue competition for public funding.  

We support: 

• More standardised rates for both on-job and off-job training, that more accurately 
reflects their actual costs. There may be a tiered system depending on the capital 
investment required for off-job training. 

• Increased funding for on-job training that allows purchase of off-job training at rates 
that contribute to full rather than just marginal costs for ITPs.  

• Strategically important or regional delivery where numbers are smaller than the 
required 16 per class may require a base fund and a per learner investment.  

• Continued fees to learners in some cases, but suggest that pre-trade programmes 
are fees-free.   
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We do not support employers being asked to pay twice, once for 
the training contribution and again for the funding of the ISB.  

• If ITOs were rolled into ISBs and retained their job 
placement training role there would be limited need to top 
up the current funding system.  

• Industry will continue to contribute if they are maintained in 
the relationship that HITO currently provide, as we have 
worked out a system that works for them. 

• HITO employers are very small businesses that do not 
have the ability to contribute more than they currently do to 
the system and will opt out. 

 

Recommendations for proposal three: 

• Leave the ITO system in place with enhanced powers that 
will better control the system. Rename the ITOs as ISBs if 
required, providing additional Government funding to cover 
the costs of skills leadership, industry promotion for areas 
of skills shortage, and expansion of standard setting role. 

• Introduce more standardised rates for both on job and off 
job training, that more accurately reflects their actual costs. 
There may be a tiered system depending on the capital 
investment required for off job training. 

• Ensure increased funding for on-job training allows 
purchase of off-job training at rates that contribute to full 
rather than just marginal costs for ITPs.  

• Introduce base funding and per learner investment for 
strategically important or regional delivery where numbers 
are smaller than needed for economic viability.  

• Continue fees to learners in most cases, but provide free 
fees pre-trade programmes and encourage/require 
learners to leave school to participate in these 
programmes, rather than setting up duplicate simulated 
learning environments in secondary schools.  

• Lower payments to PTEs to reflect actual costs. PTEs 
operate under different constraints from polytechnics and 
have less infrastructure to support.  

Major backward step. 
What is the point of 
destroying a system 
that works in order 
to create a new one 
that will generate 
even more problems 
…I am an apprentice 
and I dropped out of 
polytech because of 
the lack of skill 
gained for a 
ridiculous amount of 
money.  

Don’t treat us like a 
burden to your 
budget. We are 
people. 

Apprentice Wellington 

I personally don’t 
agree with the 
changes as learning 
in the salon 
environment is more 
beneficial to me as 
an apprentice than in 
a Polytech as on the 
job training is easier 
for me to do and 
understand. 

Apprentice 
Invercargill 

 

APPRENTICE 
QUOTES 
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FEEDBACK ON OTHER ASPECTS  
We are concerned that these proposals do little to address: 

• School transitions and balance of pre-trade vocational education in schools vs. 
ITPs. 

• Increased participation and support for Māori and Pacific Peoples. 
• Parity of esteem between vocational and academic pathways. 

We are concerned that the short timeline for consultation with ITOs, employers and 
industries has created a level of industry distrust with the system that will impact on 
learners for the future. 

 

 

 

 

“Why try to fix a system that’s not broken and take away a 
voice. You have given Hairdressers no time to rally around and 
6 weeks is very disrespectful.” 

Hairdressing employer, Auckland 
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WHAT WE PROPOSE 
HITO’s recommendations for the roles within the VET sector are shown in Appendix 2. 

We propose the following: 

• That ITOs remain as is, albeit perhaps with a name change to ISB, to incorporate 
additional roles and functionality. This will work well for those ITOs and their 
industries that are currently well embedded into their industries. 

• Include skills leadership and expanded roles for standard setting across the sector 
and the arrangement of training for ITOs/ISBs. This would create the least disruption 
while still setting a new agenda and taking control of the system.  

• Rationalise the polytechnic sector. More hub and spoke organisations could be 
established. This may enable the concept of Centres’ of Excellence to be able to 
flourish. 

• Ensure the ITOs/ ISBs can control the qualifications and programmes across the 
sector, so that only quality New Zealand vocational qualifications are offered. This 
will reduce the number of low quality/less industry relevant competitors across the 
system and ensure consistency of outcomes. 

• Ensure ITO/ ISB National qualifications incorporate aspects of pre-trade training and 
compulsory ‘future- proofing’ transferable skills that are offered at ITPs. This means 
the employer gets the skills they need for the workplace through on-job training and 
learners and taxpayers get qualified people with transferable skills for the future 
demands of the economy.  

• Raise the level of apprenticeship qualifications to Level 5 or Level 6 to achieve more 
parity with university based qualifications in the eyes of parents and careers advisors. 
This will increase the demand for qualifications in skill shortage areas. 

• Ensure TEC takes advice on the demand for qualifications and funds accordingly, 
and this will reduce the number of taxpayer-funded learners and competitors across 
the system. 

• Reduce funding and offerings from PTEs in the system to make it more viable for 
ITPs to keep simulated environments up to date and continue to offer vocational 
courses. 

• Provide additional Government funding to ITOs/ISBs to cover the costs of skills 
leadership, industry promotion for areas of skills shortage, and expansion of standard 
setting role. 

• Introduce more standardised rates for both on-job and off-job training, that more 
accurately reflects their actual costs. There may be a tiered system depending on the 
capital investment required for off-job training. 

• Ensure increased funding for on-job training allows purchase of off-job training at 
rates that contribute to full rather than just marginal costs for ITPs.  

• Introduce base funding and per learner investment for strategically important or 
regional delivery where numbers are smaller than needed for economic viability.  

• Continue fees to learners in most cases but provide free fees pre-trade programmes 
and encourage/require learners to leave school to participate in these programmes, 
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rather than setting up duplicate simulated learning environments in secondary 
schools.  

 

“As someone who has already gone into full-time study at a Polytech 
and came out in debt and jobless, I don’t want to go backwards. I really 
enjoy and support ITOs as the skills and training I have received while 
being with one have excelled my career, Polytech training would only 
hold back my learning.”    

Apprentice, Wellington 

 

“This is clearly a case of ‘robbing Peter to pay Paul’. Current system 
works for our ‘unique’ industry. I will not pay any extra from my business. 
This is totally undervaluing our industry and as a career.”  

 Hairdressing employer, Hamilton 

 

 

 

 

Attachments: 

APPENDIX 1: SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL CONTEXT AND HITO FEEDBACK 

APPENDIX 2: SUMMARY OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ROLES AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

APPENDIX 3: EXAMPLES OF FEEDBACK AND COMMENTS FROM OUR INDUSTRIES  
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We don’t support disbanding current ITOs or separating the 
standard setting from the arranging of training function. We 
recommend keeping the roles together to ensure ISBs are 
close to industry and set qualifications that truly meet industry 
needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FEEDBACK ON PROPOSAL 2: NZIST 

 

FEEDBACK ON PROPOSAL 1: REDEFINED ROLES 
 

• 11 ITOs  that have a limited standard setting 
function for unit standards based qualifications. 
The standard setting function is subsidised by 
the contribution to overheads from the 
arranging of training. ITOs arrange/ support 
training for 25,000 employers and 140,000 
apprentices and trainees (51% of learners in 
the VET system achieve qualifications through 
ITOs) 

• 16 ITPs, only 4 doing OK financially. ITPs teach 
110,000 students, of which 65,000 are defined 
as vocational, through classroom and simulated 
workplace environments (25.6% of learners 
achieve qualifications through ITPs) 

• ITPs do better in economic downturn when 
there are fewer jobs available 

• Numerous PTEs competing directly with ITPs 
and/or providing niche provision 

• Some overlapping provision and competition 
between ITOs and ITPs for funding (ie learners) 

• Unequal funding – ITOs train 29% of learners 
for 7% of tuition and training funding. ITPs 
teach 24% of learners for 22% of tuition and 
training funding.  

• ITOs are efficient as employers absorb the 
costs of doing the training (one on one) with 
support from the ITO and providing equipment 
and materials. 

• Employers engage in training that leads to 
qualifications for learners, if it fits their needs. If 
their needs are not met, they only train to their 
particular skill requirements. 

 

Proposal 1 – Redefined roles 

Disband ITOs and create ISBs with: 
• standard setting responsibility for all 

programmes across the VET sector 
(including moderation, advising 
TEC on purchasing, working with 
CoVE) 

• added skills leadership 
• Remove arranging training function 

from ITOs and give to providers 

We support expanded standard setting responsibility across 
the sector and the addition of skills leadership. We want the 
qualifications that set learners up for current needs of 
employers and future needs of the economy. The name ITO 
can be changed to ISB to reflect the expanded role.  

Proposal 2 – NZ Institute of Skills 
and Technology 

Bring 16 ITPs and Polytechnics into 
one: 
• Providers arrange all on job and off 

job training 
• Some activities centralised at 

national office 
• Governing council appointed by the 

Minister 
• Regional leadership committees and 

Centres of Vocational Excellence 

 

 

The ITO system was set up 
in 1992 to address 

concerns that public tertiary 
institutions were not flexible 

or responsive enough to 
meet the industries’ needs 

for skills 

Proposal 3 – A unified funding 
system 

• Consolidate funding rates for on-
job and off-job provision 

• Funding for strategically important 
delivery with higher costs 

• Funding for ISBs split between 
Government and employers 

• Continued industry/employer/ 
learner contributions to the cost of 
training 

• Some free fees 

OBJECTIVES 
We support the objectives from the 
Ministerial proposal forward: 
• Access to quality education 

throughout their lives for every 
NZer to realise their potential 
and participate in the economy 
and society. 

• Gear the system up for the 
future economy where re-
training and up-skilling will be a 
regular feature of everyone’s 
working life. 

• Move the system to a non-
competitive one where 
educational institutions/ 
provider- based learning and 
on-job training are seamlessly 
integrated. 

• Protect the system from the 
economic cycle so providers 
and on-job training are 
sustainable through boom and 
bust. 

• Expand regional high quality 
and consistent vocational 
education throughout the 
county. 

• Ensure regional economic and 
social needs drive available 
skills development. 

• More flexible and nimble 
system that gets people with 
the right skills into jobs faster. 

• Better career pathways for the 
2/3 of young people that don’t 
go to University. 

We also want a system that: 
• Is industry-led and includes 

delivery that is tailored to 
workforce needs 

• Supports the delivery of 
relevant skills where and when 
required 

• Has strong national consistency 
and broad regional provision 

• Has parity of esteem across 
vocational and academic 
pathways 

• Has simpler and more equitable 
funding across the system 

 

 

Current Proposal includes the following 
key components: 

Current environment 

HITO Submission: Summary of feedback on current proposal for VET reform 

We support rationalisation of the polytechnics and 
centralisation of some activities, but not as far as only one 
choice for provision. We support CoVE for key regional and 
national economic skill needs. 

We think it will take too long for NZIST or other providers to 
gain the trust and confidence of employers/industry so the 
arranging of training should stay in the current ITO/ISB role. 
Some ‘future skilling/transferable higher level skills’ should be 
added to all qualifications and these elements can be 
delivered by ITPs to increase their role in future proofing 
learners and increasing their ability to transfer more 
seamlessly across the sytem and the economy.   

We need more information to determine how the regional 
leadership committees would fit with the skills leadership role 
of the ITO/ISB. 

FEEDBACK ON PROPOSAL 3: UNIFIED FUNDING 
SYSTEM 

We do not support splitting the funding for ISBs standard 
setting role between Government and employers. The 
Government should pay to ensure the needs of the whole 
economy and all taxpayers are met.   

We support a more equitable funding system for on job 
training, one that includes more recognition for the pay 
employers contribute to trainees.  

We also support a simpler funding system.  

APPENDIX 1 

2017 FUNDING INFORMATION  

Tertiary system: $2.125 billion distributed by TEC 

Universities - $1 billion 

ITPs - 509m total, $271m Vocational Education 

PTEs - $245m, $130m Vocational Education 

ITOs - $180m, all Vocational Education 
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 ITPs consolidated from 16 plus Wānanga 

16 ITPs delivering 29,000 EFTS to be consolidated into 8 with 
regional campuses and CoVEs plus incorporating PTE up to 
16,000 funded VET EFTS. Additional funding for specialist 

programmes. 

ITPs must offer flexible off-job delivery to fit industry needs 
and deliver transferable skills that can cross credit to higher 
level programmes/ongoing study. No out of region delivery.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

HITO recommendations for VET roles  VET roles - Current proposal  

PTEs 

Currently 148 PTEs 
delivering   funded 

vocational education, 
potentially competing 
with NZIST/ITPs for 
16,000 EFTS worth 

$130m 

Potential to take 
responsibility for ITO 

arrangement of on-job 
training and/or apply to 

be an ISB 

    

 

TEC 

Funding Body role 
continues 

2017 numbers 

Total VET $632m 
(29.7% of system)  

ITPs – 43% VET funding, 
65,000 learners, cost per 
equivalent full-time learner 
$874 

 ITO – 28% VET funding, 
138,000 learners, cost per 
equivalent full-time learner 
$400 

PTE – 20.6% VET funding, 
32,000 learners, cost per 
equivalent full-time learner 
$813 

Wānanga – 9% VET 
funding, 13,000 learners, 
cost per equivalent full-time 
learner $6,111 

Source: VET cabinet paper 

 

 

 

NZQA 

Framework for 
qualifications 

Shares responsibility 
for qualification 

approval with ISB 

Official register of 
individual unit standards, 

programmes and 
qualifications in the 
education system - 

uploaded directly from 
schools, tertiary providers 

and ISB/ITOs 

 

 

Industry Skills Bodies 

Changed role from ITO including   

Provide Skills Leadership 

Expanded standard setting/qualification and 
programme approval across sector in 

conjunction with NZQA 

Advice to TEC on funding priorities 

Moderate providers at programme level 

Provide capstone assessment of qualification 

      
 

 

Regional 
skills 

bodies 

Advise 
NZIST on 
regional 
needs 

Providers – responsible for off job delivery of vocational and 
non-VET programmes (103,000 learners) plus arranging and 

supporting additional on-job training for 140,000+ learners 
located at 25,000 employers 

Roles – yet to be decided who would 
have them in this proposal 

• Support for employers to train in 
the workplace 

• Brokerage of off-job training for 
small employers and for large 
employers (who would have 
different needs) 

• Promotion of industries, 
particularly for skills shortage 

 

 

Careers Services 

Provides independent 
advice on careers, 

courses and 
programmes available 

and job potential in 
conjunction with MBIE 

 

 

ITPs/NZIST 

Changed role 

16 ITPs delivering 29,000 
EFTS to be consolidated in 

NZIST with regional 
campuses and CoVEs 

Given additional 
responsibility for ITO 

arrangement of on-job 
training 

(source VET cabinet paper) 

 

TEC 

Funding Body role 
continues with 
advice from ISB 

Funds ITPs and 
Wānanga, 

PTEs for niche 
provision only 

Funds ISBs for 
skills leadership, 
on-job training 

support 

 

 

 

 

NZQA 

Framework for 
qualifications 

Shares responsibility 
for qualification 

approval with ISB 

Funds ISB for 
expanded standard 

setting and 
moderation role 

Official register of 
individual unit 

standards, 
programmes and 

qualifications in the 
education system - 

uploaded directly from 
schools, tertiary 
providers and 

ISB/ITOs 

 

 

Industry and Employers 
Provide input to skills required and demand for 

future skills 

 
Schools delivering 

vocational 
education 

independently and 
some through 

Trades academies 
potential 

duplication of 
equipment with 

ITPs 

Wānanga delivering 9,000 EFTS 

Schools deliver vocational 
education only with ITP or 

through Trades academies – 
only approved for L2 

independent delivery. L3 
vocational must be delivered 

in conjunction with an ITP 
(policy directive) to reduce 

investment in simulated 
workplaces and equipment at 

 

Industry and 
Employers 

Provide input to skills 
required and demand 

for future skills 

Train on-job with 
support from ISB 

 

PTEs 

Only approved to provide 
niche funded vocational 

education where not available 
at ITP – transfer of $100m+ to 

ITPs. 

Can deliver national 
programmes, but unfunded 
and still moderated by ISB 

 

 

 
Northern/ 
Auckland 

Central 
east 

Central west 

Wellington 
Open Poly – 

distance arm for all 

Christchurch  South east South  west 

NZ Qualifications - Collaboration between ITPs and ISBs to deliver consistent NZ vocational programmes 
up to L7 – designed by ISB with industry and ITPs, approved in conjunction with NZQA, funded by TEC with 
advice from ISB. Designed for parity of vocational and academic qualifications. 

Only one nationally delivered programme per trade. It must incorporate pre-trade component to be delivered at 
ITP/School, on-job training to be delivered via employers with support from ISB, off -job component to be 
delivered at ITP, and future skills/transferable component to be delivered at ITP. For mature students, pre-trade 
could be RPL or delivered in evenings/flexibly by ITP.  

Benefits – pre-trade provides taster of career and skills prior to getting a job, ITPs get all off-job and additional 
future skills component, along with previous PTE funding. Learners get consistent and higher-level qualification 
across all ITPs along with futureskills that lead to career and academic progression. Employers focus on training 
for skills that fit best with their workplace. 

Further Degree and University study 

Wānanga 

Careers Services 

Provides 
independent advice 

to learners on 
careers, courses and 

programmes 
available and job 

potential in 
conjunction with 

ISB and MBIE. Also 
works with NZQA 
how vocational 

programmes cross 
credit to higher 

study  

 

 

$ 

$ 

APPENDIX 2 

Community and 
Employers 

Regional skills bodies 
Advise on regional 
needs and CoVEs 

Industry Skills Bodies - Changed and expanded role from ITO including:   

• Provide Skills Leadership – which includes promotion of skill shortage areas in 
conjunction with Careers Services 

• Expanded standard setting/qualification and programme approval across sector in 
conjunction with NZQA – national programmes designed with industry, cover 
current and future needs (off-job delivered by ITP) 

• Advice to TEC on funding priorities – approval of programmes and where they are 
delivered 

• Moderate providers at programme level,  
• Provide capstone assessment of qualification 
• Provide programme content support for CoVEs 
• Arrangement of on-job training directly with employers, Support for employers to train in 

the workplace 
• Brokerage of off-job training to ensure efficient class sizes – all off-job training to be 

through ITPs 

 

Skill needs 
Training support 



APPENDIX 3 – Examples of feedback and comments from our industries. 
This appendix contains: 

• the locations of each of the stakeholder events 
• attached sheets with names of those attending the events, and  
• comments that were provided by our stakeholders to be included with the HITO 

submissions 

Stakeholder events were held as follows and a video was created for those stakeholders that 
were unable to attend our sessions. Total stakeholder attendees and video views were 
approximately 1000. 

1. Wellington Information Meeting  
February 25 @ 5:30pm-6:30pm 
HITO Office Wellington, Level 2, 107 Customhouse Quay, Wellington 
 

2. Napier Information Meeting 
February 27 @7:30am-8:30am 
Napier Conference Centre, Small Exhibition Hall, 48 Marine Parade, Napier 
 

3. Auckland North Shore Information Meeting 
March 3 @ 2:00pm-3:00pm 
Pupuke Golf Club, 231 East Coast Rd, Campbells Bay, Auckland 
 

4. Auckland Central Information Meeting  
March 3 @ 5:30pm-6:30pm 
Parnell Trust Jubilee Centre, Pukekawa-Bledisloe Room, 545 Parnell Road, Auckland  
 

5. Whangarei Information Meeting  
March 4 @ 5:30pm-6:30pm 
Vivo Rathbone Street, 16 Rathbone Street, Whangarei 
 

6. Nelson Information Meeting  
March 6 @ 7:30am-8:30am 
The Hotel Nelson, 40 Waimea Road, Nelson 
 

7. Christchurch Information Meeting  
March 6 @ 6:00pm-7:00pm  
Russley Golf Club, Fairway Room, 428 Memorial Avenue, Christchurch 
 

8. South Auckland Information Meeting  
March 11 @ 11:00am-12:00pm 
Franklin: The Centre, 10 Massey Avenue, Pukekohe 
 

9. Hamilton Information Meeting  
March 13 @ 6:00pm-7:00pm 
Novotel Hamilton Tainui, 7 Alma Street, Hamilton 
 
 



10. Dunedin Information Meeting  
March 15 @ 7:30am-8:30am 
Distinction Hotel Dunedin, 6 Liverpool Street, Dunedin, Otago 
 

11. New Plymouth Information Meeting  
March 17 @ 6:00pm-7:00pm  
Novotel Hobson, Cnr Hobson & Leach Street, New Plymouth 
  

12. Whanganui Information Meeting  
March 18 @ 12:30pm-1:30pm  
151 on London, 151 London Street, Whanganui 
  

13. Palmerston North Information Meeting  
March 18 @ 6:00pm-7:00pm 
Distinction Hotel, 175 Cuba Street, Palmerston North 
 

14. Tauranga Information Meeting  
March 20 @ 6:00pm-7:00pm 
Hotel Armitage, 9 Willow Street, Tauranga 
 

15. Gisborne Information Meeting  
March 22 @ 8:00am-9:00am 
The White House, 69 Peel Street, Gisborne 
 

16. Timaru Information Meeting  
March 24 @ 10:30am-11:30am  
Comfort Hotel Benvenue, 16-22 Evans Street, Timaru 
  

17. Invercargill Information Meeting  
March 25 @ 5:30pm-6:30pm 
Kelvin Hotel, 20 Kelvin Street, Invercargill 
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